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I started a youth worship team at my church and we used this book as a starting point for music to
play. All of the members of the band had never played before and all are under the age of 14 so we
needed songs that we could do without having to learn a ton of chords. This book is great because
it has a good combination of slow and fast songs with some old classics as well as a few modern,
upbeat praise songs. The fact that it has so many songs that are only three chords is awesome
because it really doesn't take long to learn the chords and you are ready to play.

As the description for 4-star rating says, I like it.It is definitely better than many of the chord sheets
you might find online (you know, for free), as it includes the melody (not always easy to sing in key
based on the chord alone; it is helpful to have the first few notes of even the songs I already know
and can sing from memory). The picture on the cover is somewhat helpful showing the hand
orientations for each chord.One instruction that I wished this book had, as it is geared towards
beginners (who can barely play three open chords): how to strum! As a complete beginner, I'm not

sure if I'm supposed to strum only when I see the letters for the chord, or if I am supposed to be
strumming regularly (in that case, on every beat, every other beat, every 4 beats?). There are
general instructions on strumming out there, but some guidance on strumming with particular songs
in this book would be helpful.

I am an absolute beginner, and starting late at that (just turned 34), and this book has given me a
great measure of confidence to be able to play the guitar. I am already familiar with most of the
songs in the book , so that is helpful, but if they're not familiar you can just look them up, most are
very simple melodies and easy to catch on to. I hope to one day be very advanced beyond this
book, but as a beginner it is incredibly helpful.

I'm just getting started and this book, with only a few chords, is helping to boost my confidence and
keep me interested in playing. Of course without kmowing the songs it can be difficult, but I've been
able to find them all on Youtube.Love it as it allows me another way to spend time praising the Lord.
Thank goodness He"s patient. ;-)

I wish they had included the strumming patterns but other than that this is a great way to enjoy
worship with my learning to play the guitar! My instructor was excited about the book and he is
helping me with strumming patterns and we are already learning a song (I have never played am
instrument and am trying to learn guitar for a "bucket list" for my 50th year celebration! I have been
paying for 2 months.)

The product arrived on time and is as described. More details: A bit simple after two weeks as an
adult trying to learn the guitar for church for the first time. Nevertheless, this really helps the average
Joe to get the guitar going with a busy schedule also in life. I found the company offers a 7-chord
version of a guitar book that increases that good feeling of creativity.

This has been a useful resource. I'm not familiar with all the songs but for the ones I do recognize its
been good to follow the sheet music as I learn guitar. They have plenty of songs to learn and I'm
hoping there will be more of this type of book coming out soon. The 4 Chord book is also good.

My grandaughters are learning guitar and their teacher recommended this book. The girls love the
book and is a great book when just learning as it uses only 3 chords as noted on book title. Price is

good as well..
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